Protein crystallization: virtual screening and optimization.
Advances in genomics have yielded entire genetic sequences for a variety of prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms. This accumulating information has escalated the demands for three-dimensional protein structure determinations. As a result, high-throughput structural genomics has become a major international research focus. This effort has already led to several significant improvements in X-ray crystallographic and nuclear magnetic resonance methodologies. Crystallography is currently the major contributor to three-dimensional protein structure information. However, the production of soluble, purified protein and diffraction-quality crystals are clearly the major roadblocks preventing the realization of high-throughput structure determination. This paper discusses a novel approach that may improve the efficiency and success rate for protein crystallization. An automated nanodispensing system is used to rapidly prepare crystallization conditions using minimal sample. Proteins are subjected to an incomplete factorial screen (balanced parameter screen), thereby efficiently searching the entire "crystallization space" for suitable conditions. The screen conditions and scored experimental results are subsequently analyzed using a neural network algorithm to predict new conditions likely to yield improved crystals. Results based on a small number of proteins suggest that the combination of a balanced incomplete factorial screen and neural network analysis may provide an efficient method for producing diffraction-quality protein crystals.